Endogenous fluorescence imaging of somatosensory cortical activities after discrimination learning in rats.
Aerobic energy metabolism in the brain is reflected as changes in the green fluorescence of mitochondrial flavoproteins, and the activity-dependent changes in endogenous fluorescence are applicable for functional brain imaging. To understand the roles of cortical plasticity in discrimination learning, we used flavoprotein fluorescence imaging to visualize changes of neural activities in the rat primary somatosensory cortex (SI) after learning. Rats were trained to discriminate floor vibration at rewarded and unrewarded frequencies. After this discrimination learning was accomplished in 3-5 days, the rats were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p.), and neural responses were recorded in SI during flutter stimuli applied to the contralateral hindpaw. The fluorescence responses to the stimuli at unrewarded frequencies were selectively depressed in the trained rats, which had behaviorally neglected unrewarded stimuli. The depression of cortical responses was not observed in the rats trained with rewarded stimuli only. Therefore, the stimulus-specific depression in SI might explain a part of neural mechanisms underlying discrimination behavior. To reproduce the stimulus-specific depression of cortical responses in anesthetized rats, tetanic cortical stimulation was paired with flutter stimulation applied to the hindpaw. Selective depression of fluorescence responses or field potentials in SI was induced by the paired stimulation. Our findings suggest that some intracortical circuits in SI are specifically tuned to and modulated by unrewarded stimuli of a particular frequency while SI neurons are responsive to both of rewarded and unrewarded stimuli. The present results indicate the usefulness of flavoprotein fluorescence imaging for investigating somatosensory cortical plasticity after learning.